
Programming a HomeLink Compatible idrive™, DoorMaster™, 
Quantum™, or Classicdrive™ Operator 

 
Wayne-Dalton Corp. 
 
• idrive™, DoorMaster™, Quantum™ , and Classicdrive™ garage door operators with yellow antenna 

wires are compatible with all HomeLink equipped automobiles 
 
Required Items 
• Wayne-Dalton HomeLink Compatible Transmitter (Model: 3BTM-xxx U, must have “U” in model number); 

already programmed to the idrive™, DoorMaster™, Quantum™ or Classicdrive™  operator 
• Wayne-Dalton HomeLink Compatible idrive™, DoorMaster™, Quantum™, or Classicdrive™ operator  

(operator has yellow antenna wire or an idrive™ D.O.M. sticker of 0902 or newer) 
• HomeLink Equipped Automobile  
 
PRECAUTIONS 
1. During programming the garage door may operate.  Make sure people and objects are out of the way of the 

moving door to prevent potential harm or damage.   
2. For idrive™ and DoorMaster™ operators, pull the Service Disconnect to put the operator in the disengaged 

position.   
 
Programming 
Training HomeLink Unit 
1. For idrive™ and DoorMaster™ operators, pull the Service Disconnect to put the operator in the disengaged 

position. 
 
2. Press and hold the two outside buttons on the HomeLink unit until the HomeLink light begins to flash rapidly 

(approx. 20 seconds), then release both buttons. (Do not perform this step to train additional hand-held 
transmitters.)  Note that this operation erases all previously learned transmitters and that you need to re-teach 
any other transmitters to your HomeLink unit by repeating steps 3 - 6 below. 

 
3. Hold the end of the Wayne-Dalton hand-held transmitter approximately 1 to 3 inches away from the HomeLink 

surface – keeping the HomeLink indicator light in view. 
 
4. Press and hold the Wayne-Dalton hand-held transmitter’s large center button.  The transmitter’s red indicator 

will turn on.  After 10 seconds the red indicator will blink rapidly.  After about 5 seconds the red indicator will 
come on steady.  Do not release the button. 

 
5. While still holding the Wayne-Dalton transmitter button (red indicator on steady), immediately press the desired 

HomeLink button.  Do not release the either button until step 6 has been completed. 
 
6. The HomeLink indicator light will be blinking during the training operation. When the HomeLink indicator 

light flashes rapidly or turns off (approx. 5 to 60 seconds), both buttons may be released.  The HomeLink light 
flashing rapidly or turning off indicates successful programming of the new frequency signal. 

 
Teaching Power Unit 
7. Now press the PROGRAM SWITCH button located on the DoorMaster™ Light Fixture or on the idrive™, 

Quantum™, or Classicdrive™ power head.  The PROGRAM STATUS light on the DoorMaster™ Light Kit or 
on the Quantum™/Classicdrive™ power head will turn on or the idrive™ power head will beep, indicating that 
it is ready to learn. 

 
8. Now press the HomeLink button used in Step 5 above for 1 to 3 seconds.  The PROGRAM STATUS light will 

turn off or the power head will beep indicating a successful program. 
 
9. Return the Service Disconnect to the engaged position. 
 
10. Press the HomeLink button once more to operate the door. 
For help or additional information call:   

Wayne-Dalton Customer Support 1-888-827-DOOR         REVS 031403 


